
3rd June 2010

Run Number 150
Starting at Roscoe and Gladstone Hall

The Pack: Carthief; Sprog; Overdrive; Cleopatra; FCUK (First Hare); 10”; 
Compo; Tia Maria; Snoozanne; Brian; Carless Whisper; Grutel; Alternative 
Entrance; Mad Hatter; Carol; Harry; Simon, Natalie

The Pack met up and after some earnest discussion on the correct way of 
setting a Pick-Up Hash, FCUK produced some BBQ sticks and promptly 
volunteered to be the first Hare.



His offer was accepted with alacrity and the beers were opened to give him 
the required 10 minutes start.

There were some thoughts that FCUK had pre- laid some of the Trail as we 
laboured along in the warm spring sunshine



He still managed to introduce a challenge

before taking us along Greenbank Drive



before arriving at 

There was some dithering about but the FRBs cast about for trail until a 
familiar voice was heard shouting ON-ON from inside one of the pieces of 
playground equipment

There was a general reluctance to approach FCUK but eventually Carthief 
touched his sole and was awarded the plaster board and flour and a 9 minute 
start



Off he went

Leaving the remainder without beer and so having to find other amusements 
to pass the time.



Not really knowing where he was going Carthief set several Checks to keep 
the Pack guessing. The Trail led through the graveyard

Before crossing the railway line and into Wavertree Park. Sitting on a slight 
mound Carthief timed the arrival of the FRBs to 13 minutes, 4 minutes more 
than he was initially given. Just as well he stopped or he would still be 
running.

The FRBs (plus Tia Maria Hash Flash for the day) were the only ones to turn 
up. 



The remainder of the Pack took FCUK’s advice / excuse / lead and returned 
to the start when Carthief inadvertently took the Pack past Greenbank Park.


